
Chapter 2331  

The Change of the Extreme King Pavilion 

 

“Master, Bai Yi has entered the Pavilion,” Cher said with a bow to Bai Ling Shuang. 

Bai Ling Shuang was seated on a sofa. Her beautiful legs were up, and she was holding a wine glass that 

she slowly twirled. Her expression changed to disdain, and she said, “Now that Bai Wuchang has used 

his pass, the Pavilion only has the statues of the alpha, the second king, and King Bao. The alpha and the 

second king’s statues have been there for billions of years, as no one has been able to understand them. 

And as for that King Bao, he was a strange king. Many royal children have tried to understand his statue, 

but they left empty-handed. There is no way Bai Yi will be able to understand anything about the 

statue.” 

“Instead of asking for a reward that he could use more easily, Bai Yi insisted that he be given a Pavilion 

Pass. He does think a little too highly of himself,” Cher said. 

Bai Ling Shuang’s lips tasted the wine. Then, she set the glass down. “In this world, the hardest thing 

isn’t understanding the enemy; it’s understanding yourself. Bai Yi isn’t the only person who struggles 

with that. Even with all the elites in our race, how many of them can truly claim to understand 

themselves? Bai Yi is just an ordinary man. It isn’t surprising that he asked for something beyond his 

capabilities. He won’t learn his limitations until he has tried it for himself.” 

“You are correct, master. After all, there are not many people in this universe who are as insightful as 

you,” Cher gushed. 

Bai Ling Shang looked at Cher and coldly said, “Your Fox tricks do not work on me.” 

 

“I apologize,” Cher said immediately. 

Bai Ling Shuang waved her hand, and she was about to respond when a look of shock crossed her face. 

She went to the balcony and looked up into the sky. 

From another planet, a beam of light was shooting across the universe, casting shadows across entire 

planets. 

“The Pavilion… That is impossible!” Bai Ling Shuang stared at the light in utter disbelief. 

 

 

Every person of the Extreme King was in shock as they turned their heads up toward the beam of light 

coursing through the skies. 

That light seemed born from powerful magic. As people looked at it, it seemed less like a king than a god 

or a devil. The scary presence was felt all over King’s Kingdom. 



Under the gaze of all those royals in King’s Kingdom, the light moved. It started punching. It was the 

Extreme King’s most basic skill: Extreme King Punch. 

The Extreme King’s geno arts were all derived from the Extreme King Punch. Even Bai Wei’s Extreme 

King Final Punch was an improved version of Extreme King Punch. 

But this basic example of Extreme King Punch was shown through a shadow. It was hard to imagine how 

scary it was. Every punch seemed to hold enough power to break the universe. 

As the nobles watched those punches, their hearts leaped in their chests. They were suppressed, and 

they found it difficult to breathe. It felt as if every punch they saw was going to cripple the whole 

universe, crushing them in the process. 

Just watching that power coming from the punches was enough to put everyone in a daze. Those with 

weak wills found blood trickling from their noses and ears. 

“This… our alpha… is it…?” 

 

“Has someone claimed the alpha statue?” 

“Who… who is this…?” 

Almost everyone was wondering, especially the royal children. Even the nearby nobles were shocked. 

It had been billions of years, and in all that time, no one had been able to claim it. The opening of that 

statue would shake the very foundation of their society. 

No matter which prince or princess claimed the alpha statue, this was going to draw King Bai’s attention. 

If the royal child was already known to be incredibly talented, then this might be enough for them to 

usurp the place of the current crown prince. 

After all, the crown prince wasn’t really very famous. The current crown prince had been selected only 

because he was the eldest son of the king. King Bai could boot that crown prince off his pedestal 

whenever he wanted to. 

Bai Wei watched the alpha’s shadow of Extreme King Punch. She seemed to learn something as she 

stared. She followed what she saw in the sky and started to move, punch after punch. Her punches 

started off very complicated, but they became very simple. Her final punch became the most basic 

Shocking Sky Punch. 

But her body was becoming stronger. It was becoming closer with the shadow of their alpha. 

Katcha! 

Some sort of lock inside Bai Wei appeared to have been broken. Her original body became an astral 

body, but the development didn’t end there. Following the alpha’s shadow punch, Bai Wei’s body 

continued to increase. She was fast going to have a celestial body. 



This wasn’t just happening to Bai Wei, either. The whole of the Extreme King—every single person that 

practiced Shocking Sky Punch or something similar to it—began to gain strength because of that 

shadow. Many elites broke their boundaries, and even King class and deified sorts gained more power. 

“So this is the power of our legendary alpha… He is so holy… Who did this? Who is the one that claimed 

the alpha statue?” Everyone was both shocked and exuberantly delighted by this turn of events, and 

they discussed rabidly between themselves. 

The most likely candidate, they presumed, was Bai Wuchang. But he had already claimed a statue for 

himself. There was no way he would be allowed to go back to the Pavilion to grab another, so it couldn’t 

be him. 

Others of royalty were powerful, too. No one could guess who it might have been. 

Only Bai Ling Shuang’s expression was conflicted. She knew Bai Yi was in the Pavilion at that moment, 

but she was unable to fathom how Bai Yi, of all people, could have opened the alpha statue. 

“It cannot be Bai Yi. There is probably some other royal child inside the Pavilion.” Bai Ling Shuang gritted 

her teeth as she spoke. 

The light that came from the Pavilion began to fade, taking the alpha shadow with it. Many nobles and 

Extreme King elites looked towards the Pavilion. They wanted to know who had claimed the alpha 

statue. 

King Bai was inside the palace, playing a game of chess. He held one of the pieces in his hand, forgotten, 

as he stared toward the Pavilion. 

“Congratulations, my king, on having such a good son.” The person who was playing with King Bai 

smiled. 

“Teacher, which prince do you think it is?” King Bai asked levelly, putting down a white chess piece. 

It was the Extreme King’s National Teacher, known as Ancient Abyss, who was playing chess with him. 

The teacher looked like a forty-year-old man. He looked quite handsome with his little beard, but it did 

make him look older. Despite that, he looked quite dreamy and light. 

Ancient Abyss bowed and said, “I do not know.” 

King Bai didn’t ask any more questions. He looked in the direction of the Pavilion, waiting for the prince 

or princess that claimed the alpha king to emerge. 

Han Sen, in the Extreme King’s Pavilion, was shocked. He’d only wanted a small reward for his efforts 

with the statue. He hadn’t intended to draw much attention, and now he frowned worriedly. 

If he really was Bai Yi, he’d have been overjoyed. But he was only masquerading as Bai Yi, and now that 

he had caused so much of a disturbance, everyone was sure to turn their focus on him. His chances of 

being exposed were now incredibly high. 

“What’s done is done, so there’s no point in worrying about it now. I’ll just take the item for now.” Han 

Sen looked at the space within the alpha statue. The opening had been revealed. 



  

Chapter 2332 Extreme King Alpha’s Treasure 

 

Through the opening was a square hole which held a wooden box around the size of a football. Han Sen 

pulled the box out, and the statue returned to how it had been when he first saw it. 

Han Sen returned to sit in front of the statue. It didn’t have the sense of life that it had possessed 

before. It seemed that the statue really had become what it was supposed to be: a statue. There were 

no further hidden meanings to its existence, and the gourd in the statue’s hand didn’t summon that 

feeling of familiarity that it once had. 

“The statue really can only be activated once.” Han Sen was looking at the wooden box. He thought to 

himself, “This is what the alpha of the Extreme King left behind. It cannot be anything lame, surely. It 

must be a deified weapon or something of the sort.” 

The box wasn’t locked, and when Han Sen opened it up, he was given a shock. 

The wooden box held a jade gourd about the size of Han Sen’s hand. It looked like a green crystal. The 

crystal seemed transparent, but Han Sen couldn’t see what was inside it. 

“This jade gourd must have been carved. It isn’t a creature. Perhaps it’s a bottle shaped like a gourd?” 

Han Sen took the jade gourd out the box, but the gourd was entirely whole. There was no hole or seam 

that he could find. 

 

Judging from the weight and feel, it didn’t seem hollow, though. It was made of solid jade. 

Han Sen looked at the green gourd, and when he looked at its bottom, his fingers trembled. The bottom 

was flat, and a few words were carved on it. 

“For the leader of Sacred only.” Han Sen was given a proper shock after reading those words. 

As far as Han Sen knew, there was only one “leader of Sacred.” And this thing was from the Extreme 

King alpha. This couldn’t have been some nameless, meaningless item. 

 

 

“Is the alpha of the Extreme King connected to the leader of Sacred? Otherwise, why would the Extreme 

King alpha have an item that belonged to the Sacred leader? Perhaps the Extreme King alpha received it 

sometime after the Sacred leader died. I still think they are related, though,” Han Sen thought to 

himself. 

Han Sen turned the jade gourd over in his hands to study it. He couldn’t tell what it did. 

“Whatever, I’ll just take it with me for now.” Han Sen put the jade gourd in his chest pocket. Then he 

picked up the wooden box and exited the Pavilion. 



He knew many people would be watching the Pavilion, but he had no choice but to leave. He couldn’t 

stay there forever. He had to make an exit eventually. 

Even though he had gone through a lot of things, in the face of something like this, even Han Sen was 

quite nervous. He couldn’t be certain of avoiding exposure now, with all the eyes watching him and his 

disguise of Bai Yi. 

“Bai Yi! He is the one who…?” When Han Sen walked out of the Pavilion, all the Extreme King elites were 

surprised. 

Many high level people knew that Bai Yi had used Return to Origin on Han Sen. The only people that 

didn’t know Bai Yi now looked like Han Sen were the few who didn’t read the news. 

Even if they knew he was Bai Yi, though, they were still stunned. Even King Bai and Ancient Abyss were 

frightfully shocked. They hadn’t expected Bai Yi to have been the one to understand the statue. 

 

“That is a rare occurrence, indeed,” King Bai said, as he watched. That was all he said, and no one knew 

exactly what he meant by the cryptic remark. 

Ancient Abyss looked at Han Sen. Then, he turned back to King Bai. “How lucky. Congratulations, your 

majesty.” 

“Luck has nothing to do with it,” King Bai said in a cool voice. 

The other elites were even more shocked than King Bai. When Bai Wei looked at Han Sen, she felt a 

complex flurry of emotions. 

Bai Ling Shuang’s face kept changing and twitching. When Miss Mirror looked at Han Sen, she frowned 

in thought. 

Among the Extreme King, that day would be remembered for its stunning revelation. Prince Sixteen, Bai 

Yi, had claimed the alpha’s statue. It was like a miracle. 

The alpha’s statue had been there for billions of years, and no one had been able to understand what 

was inside it. And Prince Sixteen, Bai Yi, who already had a bad reputation, had been the one to claim it. 

Everyone had their socks blown off. 

When Han Sen rode the blood kirin back to Planet Water Zone, even the Princess Lan Haixin couldn’t 

help but stare at him from atop the palace. 

Lan Haixin didn’t understand how Bai Yi had been able to claim the alpha king’s statue. She found it a 

very hard thing to believe. 

Han Sen returned to his little building, closed the door, then started to play with his jade gourd. Aside 

from the words mentioning it was for the Sacred leader only, there was nothing else special about it. He 

couldn’t feel any special power residing inside it, despite searching it as thoroughly as he could. 

Han Sen had a look at it with his Purple-Eye Butterfly, and there was nothing to witness. But, that did 

prove that the jade gourd was unusual. 



“It is a shame Bao’er has gone undercover with Lan Haixin. It would be great if she was here. The 

statue’s gourd is so similar to Bao’er. Perhaps the jade gourd really is related to her,” Han Sen mused. 

“Dad!” As Han Sen was lost in thought, Bao’er came jumping toward him, holding a variety of packages 

in her small arms. 

“Bao’er, why are you back?” Han Sen was shocked. Bao’er was holding lots of food, and none of the 

goodies looked cheap. Her clothes were very pretty, too, and they obviously followed the fashion trends 

of the Siren. 

“I missed you, Dad!” Bao’er leaped into Han Sen’s chest and rubbed her face against Han Sen’s. 

“Dad missed Bao’er, too. But Bao’er, did Lan Haixin’s people see you coming?” Han Sen was hoping 

Bao’er had been able to get some information while he was away. 

“Don’t worry. No one saw me.” Bao’er gave the food to Han Sen. “You must have been eating bad food 

while you were alone. Allow me to give you the good stuff.” 

“Good good! You are so nice. You are the best daughter that a daddy could ask for.” Han Sen merrily 

accepted the food and started eating. Filled with curiosity, he handed Bao’er the jade gourd. “Bao’er, do 

you recognize what this is?” 

Bao’er accepted the jade gourd and shook it. Then, she turned it upside-down. Something like water 

poured out of the jade gourd. 

Han Sen was given another shock. He had thought the jade gourd was solid. He hadn’t realized that 

there was something hidden away inside. 

The liquid that came out of the gourd looked like water, but it wasn’t. When the liquid came out, it 

didn’t flow out onto the floor. It floated in the air, and it looked like a floating fairy. Rather than dividing 

into droplets, the fairy held together in a single floating pool. It looked similar to Han Sen using the 

Original Water King Body. 

“What is this? Han Sen was given another shock. 

“Help Daddy to shower,” Bao’er directed the water fairy as she held the gourd. 

The water fairy came over to Han Sen and stripped all his clothes off. Then she twirled her finger, and a 

water air wrapped around Han Sen’s entire body. It made him feel as if he was in the embrace of a 

natural spring. 

  

  

Chapter 2333 Water Fairy 

 

The water fairy sat behind Han Sen and massaged his shoulders. Han Sen was definitely enjoying the 

massage, but he was disappointed and couldn’t help but say, “It’s just a servant?” 



It had taken a lot of work for Han Sen to get into the Pavilion, and he had also risked exposure. It wasn’t 

worth it if he had only gotten a servant girl for his efforts. 

Bao’er leaned her head to the side and said, “I don’t know, but I think that she has another function.” 

“Can she fight?” Han Sen asked. 

Bao’er lifted the gourd and pointed at the chair. She shouted, “Hit it!” 

The water fairy went to the chair immediately, but her watery body broke as soon as she came into 

contact with it. The chair moved a little, but no actual lasting damage had been done. 

 

“It looks as if she doesn’t.” Bao’er shook her head. 

“This can’t be the servant of the Sacred leader. The Extreme King’s alpha surely wouldn’t be this lame, 

leaving behind such a weak item for his children.” Han Sen looked at the water fairy. 

Bao’er asked the water fairy to give her a massage. The water fairy complied with the directive 

immediately, so it seemed as if she lacked a will of her own. It was a high class doll. 

Han Sen used his Purple-Eye Butterfly to get a better look at the water fairy, and what he saw shocked 

him. The water fairy’s body was an energy substance, and it was very tightly constructed. It seemed to 

contain a deified power, the likes of which Han Sen hadn’t seen before. 

 

 

“Weird. Such strong power, but why doesn’t it deal any damage? What does this thing actually do?” Han 

Sen thought to himself as he looked at the water fairy. 

Bao’er was having fun with it, at least. While the water fairy was rubbing her shoulders, Bao’er also 

instructed it to begin feeding her. 

“Bao’er, how do I make use of this jade gourd?” Han Sen asked after a moment of thought. Perhaps 

using the gourd himself would let him investigate it further. 

“It’s easy. Just put your energy into the gourd.” Bao’er handed it back to Han Sen. 

After the gourd left Bao’er’s hand, the water fairy shattered and returned to the jade gourd like liquid. 

Han Sen tried putting his power into the jade gourd, but he couldn’t make it work. Then he tried it again, 

and when he put his power inside it, the jade gourd worked. The water fairy bound itself to Han Sen’s 

will and emerged from the jade gourd. 

“This thing is strange, but I really don’t know what she does.” Han Sen tried a few commands, making 

sure he was able to control the water fairy. Then, he put the jade gourd and the water fairy away. 

“Bao’er, did you get any information from your time with Lan Haixin?” Han Sen asked Bao’er. 

 



Bao’er nodded and said, “She and Bai Yi had a meeting arranged for the ninth of next month. They will 

be opening the relic, and she says Bai Yi has the genes of another race in him. But the genes aren’t 

complete. She says the chances that the relic will select Bai Yi are low. She thinks she will be able to 

control the relic.” 

“Did she tell you what the relic might have been?” Han Sen asked further, pleased with the revelations. 

“No.” Bao’er shook her head and swallowed some food. 

“Good. Keep gathering all the information you can. Once you have found something, try to find a way to 

reach me,” Han Sen said with a smile. 

“I promise I will do that.” Bao’er looked so serious, and she gave Han Sen a salute. 

“Good. You are the pride of the people and the nation, and you are the pride of your daddy, too.” Han 

Sen convinced Bao’er to go back. Then, he got to thinking about what he himself might need to do. 

The little red bird followed after Bao’er, but Han Sen didn’t worry about her. 

Han Sen was most worried about the ramifications of the previous day. He hadn’t known that opening 

the alpha statue would cause so much trouble, and right now, the entire Extreme King society was still in 

the midst of dealing with their shock. Many eyes would be focused on him in the times to come. 

“Considering Bai Yi’s pride and desire for attention, he wouldn’t maintain a low profile after suddenly 

becoming so famous. I need to go somewhere.” Han Sen got to thinking about where he should go. 

Han Sen looked at the blood kirin, and then his eyes turned bright. “Yes! I should make the blood kirin 

register as my royal guard. Then, I can go to King’s Garden to steal a primary root king dragon. Only the 

princes and princesses are allowed to go to King’s Garden. No one there is deified. I still can’t reveal 

myself, but at least I won’t be left exposed to the people most likely to see through my disguise. And I 

can steal plenty of resources. Right, I should do that. I should go to King’s Garden.” 

After Han Sen said that, he took the blood kirin with him and registered it as a royal guard. Then, he 

rushed to King’s Garden. 

“My Prince, Bai Yi has left home. He took the blood kirin to register as a royal guard. And now, he is 

going to King’s Garden.” 

“My Princess, Bai Yi took the blood kirin to King’s Garden.” 

The same report was delivered to each and every palace. Many princes and princesses now raced to 

King’s Garden. 

They wanted to know what was going on with Bai Yi. The idea that he had claimed the alpha’s statue 

was way too strange, and many royal children thought it was suspicious. 

“He is out? I want to see if this is actually Bai Yi, or if it is really Han Sen.” Miss Mirror was holding a big 

mirror that reflected Han Sen’s movement inside King’s Garden. She paid special attention to the ring 

Han Sen was still wearing. Every few seconds, Miss Mirror would turn her eyes to glance at that ring. 

Then, she unconsciously touched the identical ring she wore on her own finger. 



Han Sen had gone there with Bai Wei once, so he knew the way to go. He brought the blood kirin with 

him to King’s Garden. 

Han Sen wasn’t fond of the bearded dragons, and he rode the blood kirin towards the king tree. He 

wanted to find one of those thick, primary root king dragons. 

But as soon as the blood kirin started to move, a few shadows appeared before them. Han Sen 

examined them and realized it was a bunch of people he had never seen before. 

He recognized some of them from the information Mister White had given him, however. The first one 

was Prince Swordstar. He was the forty-seventh royal child, and he was Bai Yi’s little brother. But he 

wasn’t from the same mother. 

“Brother Forty-Seven, why are you blocking my way?” Han Sen asked, his expression gloomy. 

Prince Swordstar smiled. He looked quite handsome as he said, “I am here to congratulate you, Brother 

Sixteen, on acquiring an understanding of the Extreme King alpha. And I am curious what the Extreme 

King alpha left behind in the Pavilion. I hope you will be able to tell me.” 

“And what if I don’t tell you?” Han Sen asked with a chuckle. 

“Then this little brother is going to have to teach you a lesson,” Prince Swordstar said coldly. 

“Ha! You aren’t worthy of challenging me. Beat my guard first,” Han Sen replied haughtily. 

The blood kirin roared. A red mist covered its body, exerting intense pressure on the surrounding area. A 

blood shadow came right for Prince Swordstar. 

“You aren’t the only one who has a guard.” Prince Swordstar’s face didn’t change. Without a command, 

his own guard leaped out to fight the blood kirin. 

Chapter 2334 Blood Area 

 

King class was divided into nine different tiers. Becoming half-deified required a person to break through 

all nine tiers. A further barrier had to be surpassed before someone could become fully deified. 

Instead of being recognized separately, these nine tiers were typically just grouped under King class, 

however. The power of a King’s area-of-effect grew with each tier that was surpassed. 

The blood kirin had completed all nine tiers; it was half-deified, after all. Prince Swordstar’s guard was a 

half-deified elite, too. 

“How dare you behave so poorly in front of a prince!” That half-deified guard made a cow’s mooing 

sound. He then released a yellow king area, which overlapped with the blood kirin’s blood area. The 

guard lifted the axe in his hand and ran forward to strike the blood kirin. 

The blood area combined with the yellow area, and both guards were affected by each other. A sudden 

weight fell across the blood kirin’s body, as if it had suddenly shouldered the weight of a mountain. 



The yellow area was associated with the element of earth, and it created earth elemental pressure 

within its zone. Kings with poor bodies could very well find themselves crushed by that pressure. 

 

As the blood kirin was pressed down by the earth power, the guard’s axe came towards the creature like 

a mountain. It was aimed to come down on the blood kirin’s head. The power exerted would have been 

enough to cut an entire planet in half. 

Roar! 

The blood kirin roared. Instead of trying to avoid the strike, it used its own horn to block the falling axe. 

Boom! 

 

 

The blood and yellow powers surged against each other. The blood kirin’s horn was able to block the big 

axe, keeping the axe aloft. 

The half-deified guard roared. He struggled to push his big axe down further, as the two powers kept 

crashing against each other in the area. 

Han Sen and Prince Swordstar watched the two from afar. Suddenly, a massive red and yellow explosion 

rocked the area. The blood kirin was able to get past the half-deified guard. 

When the light of the explosion faded and the onlookers could see again, they immediately noticed that 

the blood kirin’s neck scales were torn. There was a huge cleft across them, and the blood kirin’s blood 

began to drip slowly down its chest. 

The chestplate of the half-deified guard’s armor had also been broken. He had been cut, and he was 

bleeding, as well. 

“Very strong body! You did not die after taking a blow from my Open Sky Axe, but still, you will die 

today,” the half-deified guard shouted fiercely. His Open Sky Axe produced a scary light, and it came 

swinging at the blood kirin again. 

The blood kirin lowered its head. Its eyes looked red. Then the eyes grew darker and darker, until they 

ended up looking black. 

Han Sen understood the blood kirin well, and he knew now that it was really angry. Its blood air was 

about to go mad. It was like a nuclear bomb that was on the verge of detonating. 

 

As the half-deified guard sprang toward it, the blood kirin did not dodge. It raised its head and peered at 

the guard. The blood air in its eyes was about to erupt like a volcano. 

Blergh! 



The power from the blood kirin’s eyes didn’t explode out as Han Sen had expected. The other guard’s 

chest suddenly started to rupture with blood. 

His Open Sky Axe didn’t come down as planned. Blood spurted from his wound like a spring, and 

everyone watching the fight looked on in shock. The half-deified guard quickly tried to cast a power to 

stop his loss of blood. 

But it was a futile effort. Blood still streamed out of his chest, then turned into a mist and drifted 

straight over to the blood kirin, where the blood kirin promptly absorbed it. 

The wound on the blood kirin’s neck soon closed up as if it had never existed. 

The blood kirin roared like a lion. It became a blood shadow, then flew over to the half-deified guard. 

The half-deified guard was bleeding, and his face looked shocked at the turn of events. He roared in 

response and swung his Open Sky Axe at the blood kirin once more, desperately trying to slash the 

incoming blood kirin. 

The blood kirin made no attempt to evade the big axe, and neither did it try to use its claws to block the 

blow. The beast allowed the axe to slam into it and cut a deep crevice across its scales. At the same 

time, though, the blood kirin’s talons touched down on its opponent. 

As the guard screamed, his blood sprayed like a geyser. 

The murderous blood kirin ignored the frantic blows of the axe, using its scales to absorb the strikes as 

its claws continued shredding the guard’s armor and tearing up his flesh. 

The blood kirin’s claws left marks all across the knight, and blood spilled ceaselessly from his body. His 

blood was like a volcano, and nothing could stop that eruption. 

Han Sen grinned as he watched. The blood kirin’s blood area was a very scary ability. Han Sen was 

fortunate that the blood kirin was not his enemy. 

Instead, when the guard hit the blood kirin with the big axe, it was now able to heal so quickly. 

After a moment, the half-deified guard was broken. He screamed continuously as he tried to scramble 

away, but under the grip of the blood kirin’s blood area, he had lost too much blood. His powers were 

now weak, and he no longer had the strength to run. 

The blood kirin was like a wolf. It was like a tiger. It leaped over towards the man, then ripped off his 

arms and swallowed them. Crunching noises came from the creature as it savored its snack. 

“Prince! Save… save me!” the half-deified screamed to Prince Swordstar. 

Prince Swordstar felt a bitter chill strike him after watching all this. The cruelty of the blood kirin 

shocked him and all the other guards. 

Before Prince Swordstar could say anything, the blood kirin picked up the guard in its mouth and ate him 

whole. 

A half-deified elite had been completely swallowed by the blood kirin. The man’s last scream still echoed 

in the ears of the horrified audience. 



“Bai Yi… You killed my guard…” Prince Swordstar looked very ill. His eyes stared blankly ahead. 

“It was just a guard, and he died. What’s the big deal? If you are not happy about it, the blood kirin is 

willing to hear your complaints. Go and kill it, if you dare,” Han Sen replied flatly. 

“You…” Prince Swordstar’s face had darkened. He wasn’t half-deified. He only had two half-deified 

guards in his employ, and now one of them had been eaten by the blood kirin. Sending another one into 

the fray would not help. 

Other princes and princesses watched the fight from afar, looking jealously at the blood kirin. 

“I didn’t expect that Han Sen’s xenogeneic would be so strong; it is like it is deified already! I cannot 

believe that *sshole Bai Yi was able to claim it.” When Bai Ling Shuang saw the blood kirin’s 

performance, the sight made her grumble angrily. 

“If you have nothing else to say, Brother Forty-Seven, then I best be on my way.” Han Sen mounted the 

blood kirin again and looked at Prince Swordstar with disdain. Then he headed towards the king tree. 

Prince Swordstar’s face kept cycling through a number of emotions, but he let Han Sen go and did not 

press for another fight. 

Prince Swordstar wasn’t willing to continue the contest, but Bai Ling Shuang and the other royal children 

still followed Han Sen. They could see he was getting close to the king tree. 

“Is he going to practice in front of the king tree?” Bai Ling Shang frowned, her expression turning 

strange. 

Han Sen thought he would find more primary root king dragons closer to the tree, but that wasn’t the 

case. The ground closest to the king tree was different, and normal royal children wouldn’t dare to 

approach it. That was why Bai Ling Shuang looked so disturbed. 

  

  

Chapter 2335 King’s Cover 

 

Prince Swordstar stared furiously at Han Sen’s back. “Let’s go.” 

“Prince, you are just going to leave like this?” Prince Swordstar’s remaining guard looked angry as he 

spoke. 

Prince Swordstar said coldly, “My people will not die for nothing. He dared to kill in King’s Garden, and 

so the blood kirin will die. Let’s go to the sentencing court.” 

Han Sen rode the blood kirin to the king tree. In his heart, he was thinking, “The blood kirin’s desire to 

kill is way too strong. If he wants to kill, there is nothing I can do to stop him. Fortunately, it was only a 

guard. I can negotiate and explain his actions.” 



As he got closer and closer to the king tree, Han Sen was unable to find any primary root king dragons. 

Han Sen kept moving forward. 

The primary root king dragons appeared in different locations each and every time. Han Sen was not 

lucky today, though. He didn’t run into any of them on his way. 

 

There were many princes and princesses following him, however. Han Sen mostly ignored their 

presence, but after a while, he noticed that they had fallen back and stopped following him forward. 

That was a little concerning. 

Han Sen looked around and found that he was close to the king tree. It was so thick, like a giant pillar in 

front of him. There were one hundred miles of land between him and the tree. 

Han Sen could see that there were some wrinkles in the tree’s bark that were as wide as entire valleys. 

But the king dragons he had seen were not as big as that. 

Han Sen slowed down the speed of his approach. This place was quite different than he had imagined. 

Getting closer to the tree didn’t result in him finding more and more of the primary root king dragons. 

 

 

Han Sen soon found a king dragon, with a man in a white robe standing before it. Han Sen remembered 

the information given to him by Mister White, and he quickly recognized the man. 

Prince Seventeen, Bai Qing Xia, was known as the prettiest man in the entirety of King’s Kingdom. 

The man was so handsome that his good looks made him practically invincible. 

While Qing Xia was very handsome, the legends also said that he was quite weak. His mother had been 

injured while she was pregnant, and her baby had been injured as well. So, he was born damaged. He 

was a very weak person among the Extreme King, and his body wasn’t like one of the royal bloodline. He 

was weaker than a commoner. 

Prince Qing Xia was very handsome, but he wasn’t good at anything except for being eye candy. He 

didn’t join the fights for authority. If anyone mentioned him in conversation, it was just to talk about his 

face. 

“Brother Seventeen, what are you doing?” Han Sen rode the blood kirin over to Prince Qing Xia, but the 

man didn’t respond. Han Sen wanted to know why Prince Seventeen was the only one there, though; all 

the other royal children were gone. 

Prince Qing Xia’s eyes were like stars, and his facial features were sharp. He was like a carving, wrought 

from a block of marble. But he didn’t look good. In fact, he looked pale and sick. 

He hadn’t expected Han Sen to approach and talk to him. Prince Qing Xia looked at Han Sen and said, “I 

am here to get protection from King Wen. Aren’t you doing the same, Brother Sixteen?” 

 



“Um… I’m just walking around.” Han Sen didn’t think he had come at the right time. He didn’t know 

what “protection from King Wen” meant. 

“Maybe it is something connected to the Kingese scrawl upon the king leaves, but how will that help 

him? Is he going to pick a leaf off the king tree?” Han Sen thought to himself. 

Prince Qing Xia smiled and said, “There is no need to hide since you are here now. If you are strong 

enough to claim the alpha’s statue, then of course you can gain the protection of King’s Cover.” 

“If you want the Kingese, then I should not disturb you. I will continue walking around,” Han Sen said, 

then readied himself to depart. 

He hadn’t figured out how to get the Kingese, and if he wasn’t careful, he could risk being exposed. He 

had to get out of there now and figure out the Kingese later. 

Prince Qing Xia suddenly jumped. His body teleported in front of Han Sen, barring his departure. 

“The Kingese hasn’t woken up yet. I am curious how you were able to understand the alpha’s statue. 

Please teach me, Brother Sixteen,” Prince Qing Xia said. Before Han Sen agreed, he threw a slap at Han 

Sen. 

His fingers were long, and they glowed with light. It was a pretty sight, but somehow, it was still 

masculine at the same time. 

Han Sen saw his slap and noticed how light it was, and how there was no power. But even so, the move 

felt as if it would be very difficult to predict. Han Sen was shocked by it. 

“People say Prince Qing Xia is quite weak, and it would be difficult for him to evolve. But now, I do not 

think those claims are true. His slap is something very special,” Han Sen frowned. 

The blood kirin sat down and roared. It wanted to jump away, but Han Sen prevented it from doing so. 

There was a rule in the King’s Garden that forbade killing. It was intended to protect princes and 

princesses only, though. There were options if a guard was killed, but killing a prince wouldn’t just lead 

to the blood kirin being punished; Han Sen would be, too. 

After stopping the blood kirin, Han Sen leaped off of the blood kirin’s back and punched towards Prince 

Qing Xia. 

His fist flew forward in the traditional Extreme King Shocking Sky Punch. He had learned it from the 

alpha statue. The rest of the Extreme King had only seen the shadow, but Han Sen had watched the 

alpha statue actually perform the skill. 

Pang! 

The fist and the palm came against each other. Han Sen and Prince Qing Xia felt their bodies vibrate as 

they were pushed back. Neither of them gained the upper-hand. 

Han Sen’s punch included the Original Water King Body power. Although it was only on the first tier of 

area powers, it was still quite strong, and Prince Qing Xia could fight against Han Sen as an equal. It 

seemed as if the rumors of the Prince’s weakened body were not quite accurate. 



“Extreme King really does have many elites. I can never underestimate anyone.” Han Sen was shocked. 

Many princes and princesses were watching from a distance, and they found themselves surprised 

again. 

Bai Yi was well-known for being quite reckless and exceptionally greedy. Bai Qing Xia was known for 

being very weak and sick. For two princes like that to fight under the king tree was quite weird. 

It might have been an understandable conflict if it took place somewhere else, but the king tree was 

only a hundred miles away. Both princes were beneath the King’s Cover. Even geniuses like Bai Wuchang 

and Bai Ling Shuang wouldn’t enter that place. And those two princes had. 

The King’s Cover wasn’t a dangerous place, but it had the king tree’s king air blessing. If the king tree 

gave them its approval, they would earn its protection. They’d be protected by the Kingese. 

If they were not approved, then they would simply stand there and nothing would happen. 

Many princes and princesses hoped to earn the protection of the Kingese, but amidst their uncertainty, 

none wished to try. If they didn’t earn the protection of King’s Cover or have much Kingese, they would 

be laughed at for being unlucky. 

  

  

Chapter 2336 Sick Beauty 

 

If a prince didn’t even have the blessing from the Kingese on the king tree, people would believe him to 

be very unfortunate. They would think the prince was plagued by bad luck. Such a person could never 

lead the Extreme King and rule the known world. 

Although the protection of the Kingese didn’t accurately represent the luck of a prince, it still affected 

the way they were perceived by others. Thus, the royal children wouldn’t seek the protection of the 

Kingese on a random whim. 

In the era of King Bao’s reign, there was a much-loved prince. He was very intelligent and a sublime 

fighter. King Bao was extremely fond of him, and many nobles believed that the prince would be the one 

to take the throne and succeed King Bao. 

Even the prince himself believed he would be the one. He thought he was a man that was blessed with 

great fortune and luck. So, he went to King’s Cover to test the mettle of his beliefs. But he did not get 

the Kingese. After that transpired, King Bao’s love turned sour. He didn’t allow the prince to succeed 

him, and instead passed the mantle onto the man now known as King Bai. 

The prince didn’t lose the throne solely due to the lack of Kingese protection, but it was one of the 

primary factors involved. 

Similar things transpired in every era of the Extreme King, just to varying degrees. 

 



The royal children that wanted to take the throne wouldn’t dare risk being rejected by the King’s Cover; 

it was the royal children that were not ambitious that were more willing to try. A rejection wouldn’t 

affect them as much. 

A royal child who got the blessing of five Kingese would be deemed a lucky person. Getting the blessing 

of nine Kingese meant a person was super lucky. Getting more than nine was something most kingly, 

and it was also absurdly rare. 

But even getting the protection of more than nine Kingese didn’t guarantee a chance at the throne. So, 

the Kingese’s protection didn’t mean everything. 

Luckily, the Kingese itself was useful. It was good to have, so the more the better. 

 

 

Bai Qing Xia moved like a cloud, coming for Han Sen. 

Han Sen grunted in annoyance. After he used the Extreme King’s Shocking Sky Punch to counter Bai Qing 

Xia’s palm, the fight continued. 

Because they were too close to the king tree, the last thing they wanted to do was hurt it, so they held 

their powers and fought with raw strength. 

“Huh? Prince Qing Xia has great palm skills. That must be King Seventh’s Hatred Times Ten.” A Prince 

blurted as he looked at Bai Qing Xia. 

“It really is Hatred Times Ten. Times One is one area, while Times Ten is half-deified. I cannot believe Bai 

Qing Xia learned this. He just became King class, did he not? He only has Times One area power. His 

Hatred Times Ten is only at its first tier,” another prince commented. 

“But Bai Qing Xia is weak. It is surprising that he is able to learn such a powerful geno art at all,” another 

prince remarked. 

Bai Ling Shuang watched Bai Qing Xia and frowned. “Bai Qing Xia hid his abilities this well? It looks as if 

he has come here to seek out the protection of King’s Cover. That is an unusual choice. We have clearly 

been underestimating him. His heart must be far more complicated than most of the princes that can 

harness strong power.” 

Miss Mirror saw Bai Qing Xia’s Hatred Times Ten and looked on with interest. She said, “This pretty 

prince has practiced Hatred Times Ten. And on top of that, it isn’t just at the first tier. This is really 

interesting.” 

 

After pausing, Miss Mirror laughed and said, “Good! Let’s see how he does against Han Sen.” 

Han Sen used his Extreme King Shocking Sky Punch to fight against Bai Qing Xia. Han Sen was surprised 

as they fought. That pretty man’s fighting power far exceeded his expectations. 



The man’s hands moved fluidly, and they didn’t look very strong. But even so, they gave off a palpable 

sensation of evil. Han Sen could feel this very clearly, and if he was careless, taking just half of one hit 

could deplete him of half of his life. 

“Weird. Why does Old Sixteen only use the Shocking Sky Punch? Does he only know this one skill?” 

Prince Nineteen looked on and frowned. 

Prince Nineteen stood beside Prince Fourteen Bai Canglang. Bai Canglang laughed darkly and said, “Old 

Sixteen is deliberately insulting Seventeen. He wants to use Shocking Sky Punch to beat Hatred Times 

Ten. His arrogant personality clearly hasn’t changed a bit. Luckily, Seventeen has the first tier of King 

area. If he didn’t, he would have been killed by now.” 

“I don’t know how a guy like him was able to claim the alpha statue,” Prince Nineteen said with a lift of 

his lips. 

“Everyone is bound to have some good luck at some point.” Bai Canglang looked at Han Sen with scorn. 

Bai Qing Xia noticed that no matter how much he altered his palm skills, Han Sen was still only using 

Shocking Sky Punch. He concluded that Han Sen was insulting him on purpose, and his pretty face 

reddened with anger. 

Suddenly, Bai Qing Xia changed his palm skills. The weak-looking palm skills became a laser that could 

pierce through the universe. And now, one of those strikes was headed for Han Sen. 

The blow was too fast, and no one should have been able to react to it. 

“Love too much and you become hateful… That is the second tier of Hatred Times Ten! How is that 

possible? Bai Qing Xia is just a first-tier King! How could he now have Hatred Times Two?” Prince 

Nineteen looked shocked. 

Bai Canglang’s face changed, as well. He looked to be just as stunned. 

Many other princes and princesses stared mutely at the fight. Bai Ling Shuang frowned. “I suppose we 

must say goodbye to the old Qing Xia. He has used his first-tier body to hold Hatred Times Two. It must 

have taken incredible cunning to hide away all this power within a body that we all thought was 

sickened and weak.” 

Han Sen didn’t move. He threw another Shocking Sky Punch, and his fist came against the sharp, 

opposing light. 

Pang! 

The scary presence exploded. That laser light was crushed by Han Sen’s fist and rendered harmless. 

“That was a perfect Shocking Sky Punch. No wonder Brother Sixteen claimed the alpha statue,” Bai Qing 

Xia thought, maintaining his calm. He flipped his hand, and this time, it went from fast to slow. It was 

like he was slowly pushing a mountain towards Han Sen. 

“One palm to sunder the day and night cycle… It is Hatred Times Three!” A prince was shocked. 



Bai Qing Xia had been known as the Sick Beauty. Everyone had believed, for years and years, that he was 

weak. But suddenly, he was exploding with so much power and talent. 

Hatred Times Ten was super hard to practice, and it required a massive amount of talent. Not many 

royal children could practice it, so it was a very stunning revelation that Bai Qing Xia had learned the 

skill. Now, his first-tier body could make Hatred Times Three’s palm split the day and night cycle. How 

could people not be surprised by this? 

“Scary talent. Very deep mind.” All the royal children’s eyes changed as they looked at Bai Qing Xia. They 

once looked at him with pity and disgust, but no longer. 

  

  

  

Chapter 2337 

Kingese 

 

Seeing Bai Qing Xia striking with his palm, Han Sen unleashed another Shocking Sky Punch. 

He would have liked to use other techniques, but he had only just started using his Bai Yi disguise. He 

hadn’t yet had the time to learn any other skills. He had been lucky to learn this punch from the Extreme 

King alpha’s statue, but using other skills might expose him. 

The Shocking Sky Punch was a technique that every member of the Extreme King had to learn. Although 

it was basic, it was still very powerful. It would be ridiculous to call the skill invincible, but it could 

challenge a surprising number of other techniques. 

Pang! 

The fist and the palm hit each other. Han Sen’s Shocking Sky Punch blocked Bai Qing Xia’s day and night 

cycle split. But still, no one was winning. 

“Huh. Bai Yi’s Shocking Sky Punch managed to block the day and night cycle split? Today is a weird day. 

We are witnessing so many bizarre things.” 

 

“They are both first-tier Kings. How can a Shocking Sky Punch break a day and night cycle split?” 

“The Bai family has too many powerful members. Those two princes have never really revealed 

themselves before. I wouldn’t have expected the two to possess powers like this. They are both so 

talented, and it seems as if the fight between these two princes has only just begun.” 

… 



Everyone was talking. Instead of attacking Han Sen again, Bai Qing Xia just stared at his opponent. A long 

time later, he said, “You are very special, Brother Sixteen. It was no wonder that you were able to claim 

the alpha statue.” 

 

 

“You’re not bad, either,” Han Sen admitted with a nod. 

Bai Qing Xia raised his head. He looked up to the king tree and said, “The king tree is going to wake up, 

so we should cease our fighting for now. If you are here to seek protection from King’s Cover, then let us 

determine a victory through how many Kingese we both receive. How does that sound?” 

“I’m just here on a stroll. I don’t care if I get Kingese or not,” Han Sen said. 

Bai Qing Xia laughed. “Are you afraid to lose?” 

“Huh? You really think I can actually be afraid of you?” Han Sen grunted dismissively. 

“Then it is settled. We will determine the victor based on how many Kingese we each receive. Whoever 

has the most Kingese will win.” After saying this, Bai Qing Xia returned to the king dragon’s head. 

Han Sen had no idea how to get the Kingese. So, he pretended to shoot Bai Qing Xia a look of contempt. 

He flew to another king dragon’s head and sat down just like the other prince. 

Seeing Bai Qing Xia close his eyes atop the dragon’s head, Han Sen pretended to do the same. The blood 

kirin sat down next to him. 

 

“Bai Qing Xia and Bai Yi are both seeking King Cover’s protection. I wonder how many Kingese they will 

receive?” 

“In the past, I would have thought they would be lucky to earn one or two. But now, it is hard to tell. 

Those two have been keeping secrets, and it is obvious they are looking to impress everyone. They’re 

probably still hiding much of their power.” 

“You are right. I didn’t expect two normal princes to hide their powers in the way they have. It looks like 

this is the Extreme King’s strongest era.” 

“Haha! As the royal children grow stronger, their fights will grow stronger as well. I do not know if that is 

good or bad.” 

The king tree’s leaves started to glow, but few of the royal children went looking for the primary root 

king dragons. Most of them wanted to watch Han Sen and Bai Qing Xia. 

Every leaf on the king tree had some Kingese. When the king tree woke up, the Kingese on the leaves 

grew brighter. Under their light, the leaves looked gold. 



Kingese was the blood pulse of the leaves. Every king leaf’s blood pulse was different. As time passed, 

the blood pulse became brighter. The Kingese brightened into gold symbols branded onto the gold 

leaves, and each symbol gave off a different sensation. 

Some of them were strong like fire. Some of them felt like rushing water. Some of them were heavy on 

the ground, and others were deep like an abyss. 

Although Han Sen couldn’t decipher the Kingese, he could feel their power. He could understand what 

they meant. 

It wasn’t because Han Sen was good at learning. It was because the power of each Kingese was linked to 

a substance. There was a deeper meaning to them than a mere hieroglyph. Han Sen didn’t have to learn 

them. He just had to see the shape of the item that was related to the Kingese. Then, he could recognize 

what they meant. 

“This world is so big. Everything and anything can exist here. Even the leaves of the king tree are in some 

way connected to the fabric of the world. It’s all-inclusive. How amazing.” Han Sen sighed, and then he 

thought to himself, “If I could dig it out and haul it back to the Alliance, I wonder if it would still grow?” 

The king tree and its leaves woke up. The Kingese was shining brightly. A king dragon nearby roared and 

then fell into the ground. 

Han Sen saw that Bai Qing Xia hadn’t moved yet. He furrowed his eyebrows. “Does he not want the 

protection of the Kingese? Why is he sitting on the head of a dragon? That way, he will not be able to go 

underground.” 

That was what Han Sen was thinking, at least. He didn’t move. He maintained his position just as Bai 

Qing Xia did, sitting atop the dragon head. 

The king dragons around them were all drilling into the soil. And then, both of their own king dragons 

started to move. Bai Qing Xia still didn’t move. 

Han Sen wasn’t sure what was going on. The king dragon didn’t go underground as the other dragons 

did. Instead, it raised its head and went up to the top of the tree. 

The boughs of the tree high above were like a golden sky. The Kingese was shining like a platter of gold 

stars. The two dragons kept going up and up, as if they were shooting off into the cosmos. 

If someone hadn’t actually seen it in person, it would have been difficult to imagine how beautiful it 

looked. 

Han Sen was standing atop the dragon’s head, staring at the shining Kingese. It was like he was in a 

dreamland. 

Those two king dragons stopped moving forward after reaching the halfway point. After all, they were 

just the roots of the king tree, and there was only so far that they could go. They would have to 

disconnect from the king tree to go further. 

Bai Qing Xia opened his eyes. He stood up, looked at the Kingese, and said, “The older one should do 

this first, so go ahead.” 



“I am just sight-seeing. You go first,” Han Sen said simply. 

He had no idea how to gain the approval and protection of the Kingese. 

Bai Qing Xia didn’t decline the offer to go first. He looked up to the Kingese, and then his body started to 

glow with a white light. The white became more intense, and it made Bai Qing Xia’s body brighter. It was 

like he was becoming a transparent jade stone. 

“King body?” Han Sen squinted. Bai Qing Xia was still standing on his dragon’s head. His body was so 

bright, it was like he was wholly wrapped-up by a godlight. It wasn’t just his flesh, either; even his hair 

looked like jade. 

With his king body’s power spreading, the Kingese on the king leaves answered. A king leaf started to 

shake. It began to make a rustling noise, like it was caught in a wind that affected nothing else. 

  

  

Chapter 2338 Bai Qing Xia’s Words 

 

“Ah, so opening the king body can attract the Kingese. I thought this was something special,” Han Sen 

thought to himself. 

As he mulled this over, one leaf suddenly stood out among the galaxy of shining Kingese. The Kingese 

upon it was shining brighter than the sun. 

Before Han Sen had even started focusing, the Kingese left the leaf and went straight for Bai Qing Xia. 

Among the people that were watching the sight from afar, someone started screaming in excitement. “It 

moved! The Kingese moved! What is that word?” 

Many of the royal children looked over to see what the voice was talking about. The Kingese that was 

shining like a sun seemed to be transparent and natural in its form. It was like looking at a beautifully 

polished piece of jade. 

“Fan!” Bai Ling Shuang read the word out loud. 

 

“Fan, or pretty gem… Even the king tree things Prince Seventeen is pretty like a gem. He is a shiny thing 

himself, and so that is why Fan came down for him,” Bang Canglang said coolly. 

The word Fan was shining, and it landed on Bai Qing Xia’s forehead. It melted into his flesh like a 

snowflake touching water. 

When that Kingese symbol blended into the man, Bai Qing Xia’s attractive body looked even shinier. His 

skin was like the spotless surface of a beautiful jade. Any pale spots on his body seemed to have 

vanished, and he looked to have been rejuvenated. He looked very handsome. 



Many of the princesses were so jealous that it drove them a little crazy. They wanted the word Fan, too. 

They would rather have that than any of the other Kingese. 

 

 

“Hmph, he is just a pretty boy,” Prince Nineteen scoffed. His eyes were betraying his true feelings, 

however. 

“He is so pretty. He has everything.” A female guard sighed at the sight. She couldn’t peel her eyes away 

from Bai Qing Xia’s face. 

When Fan was totally blended into Bai Qing Xia’s body, another king leaf erupted with a bountiful light. 

The second symbol flew down, headed for Bai Qing Xia’s forehead once more. 

Han Sen looked at the Kingese. The Kingese was shining, but it wasn’t very bright. It was very small, and 

it would likely bring comfort and calm to those trapped in a storm. 

“Yin!” Han Sen had never seen the symbol before, but he could read and understand what it meant. 

Bai Qing Xia saw the Yin drifting into his body. His jade-like light vanished. He looked like someone from 

heaven that had fallen down to earth to become nothing more than a commoner. 

Looking at him more closely would lead to a very different conclusion, however. It was like there was 

jade hidden among piles of sand. There was a light, just waiting to emerge. 

When it was truly unearthed, he would look so pretty. 

 

“Yin is fitting for him. Bai Qing Xia remained hidden for many years, and then, he started to impress 

people today. He deserves to have the word Yin.” Bai Ling Shuang sighed. “It looks like we have another 

to compete against.” 

As the hidden word settled, another Kingese symbol fell from a king leaf. The next word was like fire, 

and it moved fiercely along its path. It seemed like it could ignore everything in the world. 

“Ao.” Han Sen read the word out. 

Prince Nineteen grated out a laugh. “Sick Beauty was hidden for many years. Even when people 

humiliated him and made fun of him, he never said a word. He has always been little more than a turtle. 

Does he really deserve the word Ao? I’m beginning to doubt the tree’s infallible ability to sense the 

truth.” 

“Ao doesn’t mean crazy. Crazy is something on the surface, whereas Ao resides in the bones. This Ao is 

in the bone and the heart. Bai Qing Xia has been humiliated a lot over the years, but he never gave up 

his desire to win. He has kept going and going up until now, so he definitely deserves Ao,” Bai Canglang 

said, shaking his head. 

Prince Nineteen snorted. “Fan, Yin, and Ao. That isn’t bad. But that combination has no connection to 

the qualities of a king. It is nothing like Tian, De, Jun, Qin, or Shi. And it most certainly cannot compare 



with Ren, Yi, Li, Xin, Zhi, Zhong, Xiao Ti. Those three words aren’t very useful, and I highly doubt Father 

will approve of them.” 

Bai Canglang looked at Prince Nineteen, but he didn’t say anything in response. His face showed his 

silent disagreement. 

The Ao landed atop Bai Qing Xia’s head, and it combined with his body. It changed his body, giving him 

more of that overbearing power. 

Han Sen looked at him with much interest, and he thought to himself, “These Kingese symbols are quite 

powerful. They can change your genes and alter your body and senses. They can even affect your will. 

That’s really quite amazing. If I can get a symbol associated with fire, my proficiency with the elements 

of fire will be much improved. Every word would certainly be useful, and the more words the better.” 

Han Sen’s next thought made him rather depressed, however. The words the king tree dropped were 

dependent on the king body that would receive them. Han Sen had stolen Bai Yi’s Original Water King 

Body. If he used that body to gain Kingese, he would probably get the element of water. And Han Sen 

wasn’t really interested in water. He was hoping to get Fan, or at least some word that would make him 

look more handsome. 

But the king tree dropped what it wanted to drop. It always depended on how the king tree felt. People 

could do nothing to change it. 

After Ao, another symbol fell down. That word was full of hatred, which Han Sen could tell before he 

even saw it properly. Merely feeling the hate surrounding it was enough to know that it would bear the 

word Hen. 

Seeing this word, the royal children looked quite interested. 

“Intriguing. Bai Qing Xia has hatred in his heart. Who does he hate, I wonder? Does he hate the lack of 

fairness or the people that used to bully him, perhaps? Or the high-class people above him?” Miss 

Mirror saw Hen, and she smiled. She looked very interested in that. 

After the hatred of Hen, another word started to descend. It was called Shan. That was surprising. No 

matter what strength Bai Qing Xia was hiding, he didn’t sound anything like a strong mountain. 

The Kingese symbols continued to fall, and there had been eight words already. The king tree still hadn’t 

stopped. More Kingese came down, falling through the leaves. 

“This is the ninth word. This Bai Qing Xia is on the verge of shocking everyone.” All the princes and 

princesses looked on with wide eyes. No matter what that ninth word would be, it proved that Bai Qing 

Xia was talented. 

If the ninth word was just some horrible Kingese, then it proved he was an evil individual. He couldn’t be 

a leader if that was the case. 

After the ninth word combined with Bai Qing Xia, another king leaf lit up like a sun. 

“The tenth word… There have been ten words!” Everyone was shocked. Gaining the king tree’s approval 

nine times was already a glorious thing, but now, Bai Qing Xia was on the verge of getting ten words. 

This was extremely rare to see in the Extreme King. Everyone looked at Bai Qing Xia differently now. 



Chapter 2339 Begging for Kingese 

 

“Ah, how interesting.” Miss Mirror leaned closer to her mirror as the next symbol fell. 

Han Sen was confused. He had thought that the king tree was giving out words that would improve Bai 

Qing Xia’s genes, but seeing this, there was a possibility that he had misunderstood. 

When the word meaning Evil went into him, Bai Qing Xia’s body started to look evil. It completely went 

against his style. 

“It looks like the king tree only detects what is special about Bai Qing Xia. Whether the thing hidden 

inside him is good or bad, the tree makes it stronger. And even flaws can be strengthened.” Han Sen 

now understood how the king tree distributed its words. 

Seeing the word Evil appear, the royal children didn’t show much of a reaction. Many of the royal 

children had received the same symbol, and even so, they were able to become king. So, it didn’t 

matter. 

After the word Evil blended into the man, the leaves of the king tree remained lit. Another Kingese 

symbol drifted down from the king tree. It was headed for Bai Qing Xia’s forehead once more. 

 

Seeing that word, Bai Ling Shuang screamed and said, “Ni!” 

Bai Ling Shuang wasn’t the only person having such a reaction. Even Miss Mirror, using her mirror to 

watch the events, stood up. Her eyes opened up wide, looking at the word Betrayal. 

That word Ni didn’t have a thunderous presence or a shocking atmosphere. It barely glowed. The small 

light it had looked as if it would be extinguished any second. 

But that word made every prince and princess scream. They weren’t shocked that Bai Qing Xia had 

obtained eleven Kingese; they were merely shocked by the word Betrayal. 

 

 

There were countless Kingese symbols. The number of words that descended tended to show the talent 

of the person obtaining them. But different Kingese symbols meant different things. 

It was impossible to say which words were good and which ones were bad. But some words across 

history had been known to prove how great an individual was. 

One such example was the word Betrayal. The second king of the Extreme King, King Wen, had received 

the word Betrayal. 

That was the only word he received. Compared to all those other royals, he was at the bottom of the 

list. But King Wen beat out all the other talented royal children to become the second king of the 

Extreme King. He also became one of the most famous kings in their history. 



Back then, there was a rare prince that managed to receive twenty-one words. But he lost to King Wen, 

who only had one word. 

After King Wen, there were seventy more kings, and countless princes and princesses. But no one else 

had received the word Betrayal. 

Right now, Bai Qing Xia had received the word Betrayal, which shook the royal children. That word made 

it clear that Bai Qing Xia was indeed a very special person. This was in addition to the ten words he had 

received before. 

Everyone was so shocked. Their mouths were opened wide, looking at Bai Qing Xia in utter shock. They 

couldn’t even speak. 

 

“He was so quiet at one point, but now he is suddenly shocking everyone. Prince Seventeen will be 

famous all around the universe.” One of the guards sighed. 

After the word Betrayal appeared, there were no more Kingese symbols. Bai Qing Xia’s power went dim. 

He released his king body and told Han Sen, “Brother Sixteen! I received eleven words, so it is now your 

turn.” 

“What is your king body’s name?” Han Sen gave the man a haughty look. He knew what it was, but he 

pretended he didn’t. 

“Genzo King Body,” Bai Qing Xia said calmly. He didn’t rise to Han Sen’s provocation. 

“Your Genzo King Body isn’t too bad if it obtained eleven Kingese,” Han Sen said casually. It sounded like 

he was trying to comfort the other prince. 

“Ha! This guy is so arrogant. If he cannot get a word, what is he going to do?” Hearing Han Sen say that, 

Miss Mirror couldn’t help but laugh. 

All the princes and princesses were shocked to hear this. Although they already knew that Bai Yi was the 

arrogant sort, they didn’t know his arrogance came along with a whole heap of ignorance, too. 

“Does he not know what it means to get eleven Kingese symbols? Does he not know what Betrayal 

means?” Prince Nineteen held his face in his hands. He was speechless. 

Bai Canglang laughed. “Old Sixteen is grumpy. He surely has a little bi-polar disorder. He never had a 

chance of being anyone important, so it’s not strange that he’s ignorant of what Betrayal means. But no 

matter how dumb he is, he should know what having eleven Kingese means. He is probably just being 

stubborn.” 

“I really don’t know how this guy managed to claim the alpha statue.” That was still a sore spot for 

Prince Nineteen, it seemed. 

Prince Nineteen had been to the Pavilion many times. He had wanted to keep coming until he claimed 

the alpha statue, but he had repeatedly failed. He couldn’t believe the alpha statue was actually claimed 

by that Bai Yi, who he had always looked down upon. He hated him. He hated Bai Yi, who was actually 

Han Sen in disguise. 



“Let’s see how many Kingese he gets. It will be funny if he is unable to get any.” 

“It is hard to say. After all, he did manage to claim the alpha statue. There is no way he’ll leave without a 

single one.” 

“Who knows? Maybe getting the alpha statue was pure, dumb luck.” 

“Then do you think he will receive the word Luck?” 

“Perhaps.” 

Many guards and royal children were watching intently. Han Sen’s eyes looked up at that tree that 

looked like a golden sky. He was looking at the Kingese symbols while he mumbled, “Give me a pretty 

man… Handsome man… Whatever it is… I do not want much… With my face… I should get a word like 

Fan, just as Bai Qing Xia did.” 

While he was mumbling, Han Sen activated his Original Water King Body. His body became a blob of 

water, and even his armor became water. He was like a water man standing atop the dragon’s head. He 

was looking up at the gold sky. 

Bai Yi’s personality was a grumpy one. He often started arguments. Everyone there had seen his Original 

Water King Body before, and so it was nothing surprising. 

Compared to Bai Qing Xia’s Genzo King Body, the Original Water King Body wasn’t bad. But water was 

weak. It was better suited to healing abilities. 

But Bai Yi was too ill-tempered. He didn’t want to learn a healing geno art. He had forced himself to 

learn a destructive water element skill instead, so he hadn’t achieved much. He wasn’t the number one 

compared to all those King class princes. He was in a medium-low bracket. Because of that, many of the 

royal children thought his Original Water King Body was rather weak. 

In reality, the Original Water King Body wasn’t much worse than the Genzo King Body. Bai Yi had just 

never used it well. 

Han Sen activated the Original Water King Body, and his body took on a water light. It connected with 

the king tree. The leaves rustled, and amidst their golden lights, a king leaf shone. The Kingese symbol 

was like a sun falling down. It was going to Han Sen. 

That word was so watery, it looked like floating water. It looked like a scary wave. It was very pretty, and 

there was a heavy rain and a storm going with it. It possessed the word Shui. 

Bai Yi received the word meaning water. Everyone expected this since he had the Original Water King 

Body. It would be weird if he didn’t receive water. 

“It is better than nothing,” Han Sen thought. And so, he waited for the word to come down and touch 

his head. 

As the word water was about to touch down on his head, Han Sen prepared to claim the Kingese power. 

But the word stopped one centimeter above his forehead. 

Chapter 2340 First Person in a Thousand Years 



 

Everyone was frozen. They didn’t know what was going on. Han Sen felt a sharp pain in his heart. He had 

no clue why the word water had just stopped above him. 

The next second, the symbol on Han Sen’s forehead fired away from him like a cannonball. It whooshed 

back up into the sky, flying into the leaves at the top of the tree and vanishing. 

“What is this?” Han Sen was frozen. 

Every royal child and guard in King’s Garden stood as still as stone. They thought they must have been 

imagining things, and their eyes were opened wide in disbelief. 

The king tree had stood in the center of the Extreme King territory for billions of years. There had never 

been a Kingese that saw its recipient, then high-tailed it back to where it came from. 

“Haha! I cannot go on! I’m laughing too hard! Old Sixteen is way too funny. The Kingese that fell escaped 

his clutch.” Prince Nineteen held his belly while he laughed, tears of mirth welling in his eyes. 

 

The water Kingese looked like a horny man, seeing a s*xy woman with a great body. It quickly gave 

chase, but when it got close enough to see her face, it ran away faster than any rabbit. 

“This… what’s going on?” Bai Ling Shuang was shocked. She hadn’t a clue what was happening. 

Miss Mirror squinted her eyes. “It looks like he isn’t actually Bai Yi. The water Kingese was attracted by 

the Original Water King Body, but it noticed that there was a problem. And so, it decided to run back. 

I’m pretty sure he is actually Han Sen.” 

“What is this? A fallen Kingese can go back?” 

 

 

“I don’t know. I’ve never heard of something like this happen before.” 

“Prince Sixteen looks a bit embarrassed. He is like a cooked duck that can still fly.” 

“Haha! Not only that, but he must be the first of the Extreme King to have a Kingese run away from 

them.” 

The princes and the princesses and the guards all exploded. This was the first time they had ever heard 

of such a thing. They were so hyped, it was as if they had been injected with chicken blood. 

Han Sen thought this was bad. “Did the king tree notice that the Original Water King Body isn’t really 

mine? Is that why the Kingese ran back? If that is the case, many people might become suspicious of my 

identity. I have suffered some really bad luck here. If I knew this might happen, I would have just settled 

for collecting some king air and left.” 

Han Sen was depressed. As everyone chattered and laughed about what had happened, the top of the 

king tree lit up. 



The king leaves were suddenly all so bright, and a Kingese fell down like a sun. It came from the top of 

the tree, flying down to Han Sen’s forehead. 

“Come! Come! Let us not have something bad this time. Come on!” Han Sen begged awkwardly. If this 

went wrong, everyone would know that there was something wrong with him. 

 

The Kingese symbol fell down. Han Sen could see it, too. That word was so solid, unbreakable. It was like 

a stone that had been made a billion years ago. It said, “Ji.” 

“That’s gay, why would I have a word like this? No, no, I’m not gay at all… It must mean gene or base… It 

must be… It must be…” Han Sen thought to himself. 

Han Sen honestly didn’t care what the word was, as long as he had a word. 

Everyone who watched this was now looking at Han Sen, trying to see what was happening. Some were 

actually hoping that the Kingese would escape again. 

Quickly, the word landed on Han Sen’s head. Everyone held their breath. They stretched their necks to 

look at Han Sen’s head and the Ji word. They wanted to see if it would actually meld into him. 

“Come on! Come down! Don’t make this any worse!” Han Sen was in a rush. He would have liked to just 

grab the word, cram it into his mouth, and swallow it. 

It was a shame that grabbing Kingese symbols was impossible, though. If they could have, the royal 

children wouldn’t have had to wait. They would have just grabbed the Kingese by themselves. 

Han Sen kept praying in his heart. The word Ji stopped one centimeter in front of Han Sen’s head. It 

didn’t actually touch down on his body. 

“Sh*t! It is playing around with me again.” Han Sen wanted to cry. 

“It stopped… It stopped…” Someone sounded so excited by the sight. They sounded like a kid that had 

never traveled abroad before and was finally going, with the way they screamed. It was like they were 

visiting a foreign place. 

Prince Sixteen was getting really famous now. He was the first one to ever be abandoned by a Kingese. 

“Hahaha! This is so funny.” 

“But why do the Kingese refuse to touch down and meld into Brother Sixteen’s body?” 

The whole of King’s Garden exploded. They had never thought something like this might happen, but 

now they were. Their nosy souls were burning. 

Bai Qing Xia, who was closest to Han Sen, was also confused. He didn’t know what was going on with 

Han Sen. 

“Huh? That is weird. The Ji word has stopped, but it hasn’t left.” Someone noticed this little issue, too. 

The Ji word had stopped, but it didn’t escape like the water one did. It hung above Han Sen’s head as if it 

was in suspended animation. 



“Brother, what the hell is this? If you are going to come down, then come down! Leave, if that is what 

you prefer. Why are you just hanging around here? There is no half-in, half-out. Are you just trying to 

scare me? Whatever it is you want to do, just get it over with.” Han Sen rolled his eyes and stared at the 

Ji Kingese. He was nervous. 

Han Sen thought his luck had turned sour. He thought everything had gone awry. He had drawn too 

much attention in the Pavilion already. Now that this had happened, it was difficult for him not to 

appear suspicious. 

“I need to be an honest person. I will never disguise myself as someone else again. I cannot deal with 

this kind of stress.” Han Sen’s eyes were burning. The Kingese wasn’t moving. It didn’t come down, and 

it didn’t go back. It just hung where it was. 

Everyone was confused, but somehow, the top of the king tree became super bright again. Many king 

leaves lit up like a tapestry of suns. 

Voila! 

The suns began to fall like a meteor shower. Many Kingese fell down from the king tree. They were all 

coming for Han Sen like a galactic stream. It was like the stars were spilling forth in his direction. 

“Sh*t! What is this?” Seeing all these flying Kingese symbols, Han Sen’s heart felt like it was going to 

jump out of his chest. 

All of the royal children and guards looked on with wide eyes. Everyone was petrified. 

  

  

 


